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Abstract: Multivariate approach to generate variance covariance and partial correlation coefficients of one or more 

independent variables has been the concern of advanced statisticians and users of statistical tools. This work tackled the 

problem by keeping one or some variables constant and partitioned the variance covariance matrices to find multivariate partial 

correlations. Due to the challenges that faced the analysis and computation of complex variables, this research used matrix to 

ascertain the level of relationship that exist among these variables and obtained correlation coefficients from variance 

covariance matrices. It was proved that partial correlation coefficients are diagonal matrices that are normally distributed. 

(Work count = 101). 
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1. Introduction 

Multivariate statistics is the science of collecting and 

analyzing multiple data. It involves observing, describing and 

presenting complex events and distributions that occur 

simultaneously. Multivariate partial correlation is the analysis 

made on many variables to ascertain the degrees of 

relationship existing when one or more of such variables are 

held constant (Francois, 2010). Here the main point is to 

examine how these multiple variance, covariance and 

correlation are partly related. This measures variance and 

correlation among the many variables. It examines the 

relationship between several variables of interest where the 

objective is to ascertain the interdependence effect existing 

between them. It checks how one variable relates with 

another.  Neter, et al., (1996) suggested that cases with more 

than one independent variable are appropriate to compute 

with matrices.  Therefore, we mostly adopted matrix 

principles to carry out the analysis in this work. 

2. Multivariate Correlation 

The statistical methodology used in this research is 

multivariate application to generate both variance covariance 

and correlation matrices. The correlation matrix was used to 

established and prove the theories of first and second order 

partial correlation. Since multivariate correlation employs 

matrix method to generate all the possible correlation 

confidents in the variables of consideration, we examined the 

cases of variance covariance matrix to enable us get the 

multivariate relationship between one index and another. It 

was used to measure the strength of association among 

variables. The impact of independent variables was studied 

simultaneously. For instance, the correlation coefficients 

among the standard of living indices in rural communities in 

a state was given as income (X1), feeding (X2), 

accommodation (X3) and education (X4), the multivariate 

correlation coefficients were computed as:  

�		 = 				� 	������������	��				
������������	��				

������������	��				
���	���	���	�	� 	
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�̅��̅��̅��̅	� 
�		 = 				� 	������������	��				

������������	��				
������������	��				

���	���	���	�	� 	
 				= 			 �
75251.1414965.387979.079968.05 				

14965.383804.552065.952543.68 				
7979.072065.951146.701377.43				

9968.052543.681377.431718.22�  
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�̅ 		= 		 �̅��̅��̅��̅	� 	= 	 �
48.13612.3166.7128.256 � 

When N = 25  

�		 − 		 �̅	Ν�̅!	=�75251.1414965.387979.079968.05 				
14965.383804.552065.952543.68 				

7979.072065.951146.701377.43				
9968.052543.681377.431718.22� 	− �

48.13612.3166.7128.256 � 	25"48.136 12.316 6.712 8.256#  
=	 �75251.1414965.387979.079968.05 				

14965.383804.552065.952543.68 				
7979.072065.951146.701377.43				

9968.052543.681377.431718.22� 	− 		 �
57926.86214821.078077.22089935.27 			 14821.073792.0962066.6252542.0224			

8077.2282066.6251126.27361385.3568			
9935.27042542.02241385.35681704.038 � 

= �17324.278144.3056−	98.150832.7796 			144.305612.4536−67.48165.76 			−98.1508−6.74820.4264−7.9268 			
32.77961.6576−7.926814.1816� 

$"� − �%Ν�%′# 	"� − 	�'Ν	�%′# 	((	))		 * 		� �+ 	= �17324.14464.4886594.8719495.6672			
464.488612.453615.949413.2895 			

594.871915.949420.426417.0200 			
495.667213.289517.021014.1816 �

�	– �	'Ν	�̅′$"� − �%Ν�%′# 	"� − �%Ν�%′# 	((	))		 * 		� �+ 	 
= �-��-��-��-	�			

-��-��-��-	�			
-��-��-��-	�			

-�	-�	-�	-		� = 		 �
10.3107−0.16500.0661 			

0.31071−0.04230.1247 			
−0.1650−0.04231−0.4657			

0.06610.1247−0.46571 � 
These coefficients take values between -1 and +1, where 0 ≤ 	/-)(/		≤ 1 (Rao, 2008) 

3. First Partial Correlation 

According to Morison (2007), to calculate the partial 

relationship between the indices, we examined the cases 

where only one variable is kept constant and others were 

varied. In situations where the system has multiple variables 

and factors influencing them, multivariate partial correlation 

analysis becomes very relevant. This is seen in physical, 

agricultural, business and experimental sciences where the 

aim is how to study separately the effect and control of these 

variables. The approach is very significant during design or 

analysis of experiment and principle component analysis. 

Anderson (2003), stated the first partial correlation as 

-)(.0 =		 -)( −		-)0-(0$"1 −	-)0� #11 −	-(0� 2* 		� �+ 	 
i, j, k =1, …, 4 

Therefore, the first partial correlation matrix can be 

calculated by first computing the numerator as follows  

-)( −	-)0-(0 	= 		 � 10.0274−0.0107−0.4605			
0.009010.30240.1050			

0.1042−0.454810.0158 			
−0.15190.3037−0.13421 � 

$"1 − -)0� #11 −	-(0� 2* 		� �+ =	 � 10.94310.87280.9911			
0.937510.99000.8841			

0.94840.984110.8780			
0.94970.98540.88301 � 

-)( −		-)0-(0$"1 −	-)0� #11 −	-(0� 2* 		� �+ =	-)(.0 	= 	 � 1-�	.�-�	.�-�	.�			
-��.�1-��.	-�	.�			

-�	.�-�	.�1-��.				
-��.�-��.�-��.	1 � = 	 � 10.0290−0.0122−0.4645		

0.09510.30550.1188			
0.1098−0.462210.0180 			

−0.15990.3082−0.15201 	� 
Theorem one: Given that � = ��, ��, . . ., �3  be variables 

with variance covariance matrix		4 = 5)( , X, V and �̅ can be 

partitioned to derive multivariate partial correlation 

coefficient matrices. We are required to prove that 

-��.	 		= 		 -�� 	− 		-�	-�	6"1 −	-�	� #"1 −	-�	� #7 		� �+ 	 

Let 

� = "����/�	# and �̅ = "�̅�			�̅�/	�̅	#, 4 = 84��4��					4��4��9 

4	 = 84��4��					4��4��9 = 	 :;�
�;��;	�		
;��;��;	�			

;�	;�	;	� 	< = 	 :
;��;��;	�		

;��;��;	�			
;�	;�	;	� 	< 
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4��.� 	= 	4�� −	4��4��=�4�� = >;��;��					;��;�� 	? −	1 ;	�+ 		@;�	;�	A 	6	;	�		;	�7 = 	 1;	� 		B>8;��;	�;��;	�			;��;	�;��;	� 	9? − >8 ;�	�;�	;	�				;�		;	�;�	� 9?C 
= 1;	� 		> ;��;	� − ;�	� 	;��;	� −	;�	;	�				;��;	� −	;�		;	�;��;	� − ;�	� ? 

-��.		D	 @EFGEHFI	EFH	EHGA EHF+
{$1EFFEHFIEFHF 2 EHF+ *$"EGFEHFIEGHF #/EHF*} 		J F+

 

Divide through by ;��;�� 

-��.	 	= 		 KFGKFFKGG 	− 		L KFHKFFKHHM L KHGKGGKHHM@L KFF"KFFKGG# 	− 		 KFHFKFFKGGKHFM L KGFKFFKGG 	− 		 KGHFKFFKGGKHFMA 		� �+ =			 -�� 					− 		-�	-�	@LKFFKGG 	− 		-�	 KFHKGGKHHM LKGGKFF 		− 		-�	 KGHKGGKHHMA 		� �+  

=		 -�� 					− 		-�	-�	"1	 − 		-�	� −	-�	� +		-�	� -�	� # 		� �+ =			 -�� 					− 		-�	-�	6"1	 − 		-�	� #"1	 − 		-�	� #7 		� �+  

This has proved that  -��.		D	 OFG					I		OFHOGH$1J	I		OFHF 21J	I		OGHF 2* 		J F+  

Let us now apply the theorem in the numbers to get the partial relationship.  

Since 

4		 = 		 84��4��					4��4��9 			= 	 :;�
�;��;	�		
;��;��;	�			

;�	;�	;	� 	< = 	 :
1245.36−67.48165.76 				PQQ					

−67.482042.64PRQ − 792.68						PQR		
165.76−792.68PRR	1418.16< 

4��.� 	= 		 4�� 	− 		4��4��=�4��= @1245.36−67.48 					 −67.482042.64	A 	−		1 1418.16+ 		@ 165.76−792.68A	6165.76 −792.687 
=	 11418.16	B>81245.36"1418.16#−67.48"1418.16# 			 −67.48"1418.16#2042.64"1418.16#	9? 	− >8 165.76�165.76"−792.68#				165.76"−792.68−792.68� 9?C 
=

��	�S.�T		> 1245.36"1418.16# −	165.76�−67.48"1418.16# − 	165.76"−792.68#				−67.48"1418.16# − 	165.76"−792.68#2042.64"1418.16# − "−792.68�# ? 
So -��.		D	 6-67.48"1418.16#- 165.76(-792.68)7 1418.16⁄

{$1JFHV.GW"JHJX.JW#I	JWV.YWF2 JHJX.JW⁄ *$FZHF.WH"JHJX.JW#I	"Y[F.WXF#/JHJX.JW*} 		J F+  

Divide through by ;��;��	 =  "35.2897#"45.1956# 
-��.	 =	 =T\.	S"�].�^#"	].�_# 	− 		L �T].\T"�].�^#"�\.TT#M L =\^�.TS"	].�_#"�\.TT#M`@ "�].�^# 		F"�].�^#"	].�_# 	− 		 "�T].\T# 		F"�].�^#"	].�_#"�\.TT# 		F A @ "	].�_# 		F"�].�^#"	].�_# 	− 		 "=\^�.TS# 		F"�].�^#"	].�_#"�\.TT# 		F Aa 		� �+  

=			 −0.0423					 − 		 "0.1247#"−0.4657#@L�].�^	].�_ 	− 		 "0.1247# �T].\^"	].�_#"�\.TT#M L	].�_�].�^ 		− 		 "−0.4657# =\^�.TS"	].�_#"�\.TT#MA 		� �+  

= −0.0423		 − 			 "0.1247#"−0.4657#61	 −		"0.1247# 	−		"−0.4657# 	+		"0.1247#�	"−0.4657#�	� 		� 7 		� �+ =	 −0.0423		 − 			 "0.1247#"−0.4657#{61	 −		 "−0.1247# 		� 761	 − 		 "−0.4667#�7} 		� �+  
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4. Second Partial Correlation 

This is to compute the partial relationship between two variables when two other indices are held constant.  

Theorem two:  At this time, we prove that;  

-)(.0d =	 -)(.0 −	-)d.0-(d.0$"1 −	-)d.0� #11 −	-(d.0� 2* 					� �+ =		 -)(.d −	-)0.d-(0.d$"1 −	-)0.d� #11 −	-(0.d� 2* 		� �+ 	= 		 e3f3 

The above expression means e3 = -)(.0 −	-)d.0-(d.0 = −e3 +	-)(.0 =	-)d.0-(d.0 . So given ��, ��, . . . , �3  with the 

corresponding -)�, -)�, . . . , -)3, the variance covariance of "−e3 +	-)(.0#� = "-)d.0#�"-(d.0#� 

"-)d.0#�"-(d.0#�  = g:h-)d-)0-d0i "-)d -)0 -d0#< :h-(d-(0-d0i "-(d -(0 -d0#<j 
=	h 1 -)d-)0 -)d-d0-)d-)0 1 -)0-d0-)d-d0 -)d-d0 1 i� 1 -(d-(0 -(d-d0-)d-(0 1 -(0-d0-(d-d0 -(0-d0 1 �= h 1 -d0.) -)0.d-d0.) 1 -)d.0-)0.d -)d.0 1 i� 1 -d0.( -(0.d-d0.( 1 -(d.0-(0.d -(d.0 1 � 

Multiplying by each value with the corresponding terms 

= � 1 -d0.)-d0.( -)0.d-(0.d-d0.)-d0.( 1 -)d.0-(d.0-)0.d-(0.d -)d.0-(d.0 1 � = � 1 -d0.)( -)(.0d-d0.)( 1 -)(.0d-)(.d -().d0 1 � 

This implies 	-)0.d-(0.d = -)d.0-(d.0 =	-)(.0d -)(.0d = 	-)(.0 −	-)d.0-(d.0 = -)(.d −	-)0.d-(0.d 

-)(.0d =	 -)(.0 −	-)d.0-(d.0$"1 −	-)d.0� #11 −	-(d.0� 2* 					� �+ =		 -)(.d −	-)0.d-(0.d$"1 −	-)0.d� #11 −	-(0.d� 2* 		� �+  

Also applying the above prove to the standard of living 

indices we could achieve the following result. For instance, e� = -��.	 −	-��.	-��.		 = −0.4632 e� = -��.	 −	-��.	-��.		 = −0.4632 

f� =	 6"1 −	-��.	� #"1 −	-��.	� #7 	=				� �+ 0.9939 

f� =	 6"1 −	-�	.�� #"1 −	-�	.�� #7 	=				� �+ 0.9867 e�f� = -��.	 −	-��.	-��.		6"1 −	-��.	� #"1 −	-��.	� #7 				� �+ = −0.46320.9939 = 	−0.4661 

e�f� = -��.	 −	-��.	-��.		6"1 −	-�	.�� #"1 −	-�	.�� #7 				� �+ = −0.45990.9867 = 	−0.4661 

-)(.0d =	 klm.n=	klo.nkmo.n@1�=	klo.nF 2L�=	kmo.nF MA 					J F+ =		 klm.o=	kln.okmn.o@1�=	kln.oF 2L�=	kmn.oF MA 		J F+ 	=		pqrq  

Other results are seen in the second order partial 

correlation matrix of the correlation matrices as presented 

below. 

Notice that s	in this case is from 1 to 16 

e3 = -)(.0 −	-)d.0-(d.0 	= 	e = 		 � 1−0.45990.12260.0644 		
−0.46321−0.0489−0.1575			

0.1143−0.045210.3082 			
0.0603−0.14640.30961 	� 

f3 = $"1 −	-)d.0� #11 −	-(d.0� 2* 	= f	 = 		 � 10.98670.95130.9411		
0.993910.94460.9520			

0.88680.874210.9882			
0.88140.88520.99281 	�				� �+  

e3f3 	= 		 -)(.0d =		 � 1-�	.��-�	.��-��.�			
-�	.��1-�	.��-��.�				

-�	.��-�	.��1-��.�				
-��.�	-��.�	-��.�	1 	� 	= 		 � 1−0.46610.12890.0684 		

−0.46611−0.0518−0.1654			
0.1289−0.051810.3119 			

0.0684−0.16540.31191 	� 
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5. Normality Test of Multivariate 

Correlation Coefficients 

In this part, we prove that if the variables are normally 

distributed, then the relationships between them in terms of 

correlation coefficients are also normal distributions. Here 

since the sample size for each index (variable) is 25, the four 

variables gives 100. It was already assumed to be normal by 

the law of large number, now let’s test for the normality of 

the correlation coefficients.  

Theorem three: If �	~	Νu	"u	, v#, then -)( 	~		Νx1yk	, ;k�2. 
In this test we recall that if  �		~		N	"u	, σ�#  with  

|"�, }, ;�# = 			 1√2πσ exp= JF�F"�=�#F  

Let - = "-)�, -)�, … , -)(# be the correlation coefficients of � = "�)�, �)�, … , �)(#  then the joint probability density 

function is given by 

|1-, }k;k	�2 =�|"�, }k;k	�#3
)D� =	 1

"2π# �F��F exp=
JF∑"���I���� #F

 

From the above, we can get our test statistic to be Z� =	"ρ�� − μ�#/σ� 

Table 1. Test for normality of the Correlation Coefficients. 

��� F ��� −	�� 1��� −	��2 		Q  1��� −	��2 		Q /�� �1��� −	��2/�� �	��"��# (1  - ei) "� − ��# 		Q  "� − ��# 	/	Q �� 
-0.4657 1 -0.4375 0.1911 -1.16349 0.0516 0.3096 0.6904 0.4767 1.5396 

-0.1650 1 -0.1364 0.0189 -1.5101 0.0253 1.5204 -0.5204 0.2708 0.1781 

-0.0420 1 -0.0137 0.0002 -0.0513 0.1751 1.0506 -0.0506 0.0026 0.0024 

0.0661 1 0.0947 0.0090 0.3542 0.1567 0.9402 0.0598 0.0036 0.0038 

0.1247 1 0.1533 0.0235 0.5734 0.0789 0.4734 0.5266 0.2773 0.5858 

0.3107 1 0.3393 0.1151 1.2688 0.2843 1.7058 -0.7058 0.4982 0.2620 

-0.1715 6  0.3575  1 6   2.6018 

Where	-)( = the corresponding correlation coefficient �  = the frequency of the correlation coefficient which is one per outcome  }k and ;k are mean and standard deviation of the correlation coefficients respectively. 

The above analysis is grounded under the following 

hypothesis Η¡:	}k� 	= 	 }k� = ⋯	}k) 	; 	Η�; 		}k� ≠	}k� 	≠ ⋯ 	≠ 	}k)  
;k� =		∑1-)( −	}k2 		�s − 1 		= 			 0.35755 	= 0.0715 

;k =			 √0.0715 			= 		0.2674	 
}k =			∑ -)s 			= 		−0.02866 				= 	−0.0286 

Since �¦§¨� 		"2.6018# 			< 			 �"_.^]_,				#�  tabulated (9.4880) 

we therefore accept ª«  and conclude that  -)( 		~		Νx	1yk	, ;k�2 
6. Interpretation 

The numerical matrix of correlation coefficients displayed 

all the relationships between any selected sets of two 

variables, covariance ( �)( ), under consideration. If both 

variables increase at the same time, then positive correlation 

exists between them. This was seen in the case of -��, -�	,	 -�			 and so on. However, the negative correlation coefficient 

exist in the cases where one variable tends to increase as the 

other tends to decrease as seen in 	-��, -��, -	�. The result of 

the first partial correlation coefficient measured the 

relationship between any two variables when any other 

variables are held constant. At the second partial correlation 

coefficient matrix which examines the correlation at any two 

variables keeping the rest two variables stable, it was 

discovered that is 	-)0.d-(0.d = -)d.0-(d.0 =	-)(.0d . This 

implies, -�	.�� = -�	.�� . It was confirmed that there exist 

perfect diagonal matrices among the coefficients of simple 

and the second partial correlations.  Finally, Table 1 

showcased what happened when the correlation coefficients 

were subjected to normality test. The essence was to prove 

that correlation coefficients obey the normal probability law 

of -)( 		~		Νx		1yk	, ;k�2	 when the sample variable is normal �		~		Νu	"u	, v#.  
7. Conclusion 

In this research, it was shown that multivariate technique 

can be used to easily compute the correlation coefficient 

matrices through variance covariance matrices (Kendall et al 

1973). Theorem one proved that partial correlation 

coefficients can be derived by adequately partitioning the 

covariance matrix. Theorem two established the relationship 

which exists when two variables are kept constant. In such 

second partial correlation, it was verified that irrespective of 

the covariance or correlation coefficient terms used, second 

partial correlation (in a square matrices) must give a 

corresponding value to show the diagonal attributes of the 

correlation coefficients. Finally, the normality nature of 

multivariate correlation confidents was attested. In other 
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words, every normally distributed set of observation give 

correlation coefficient matrix which is equally normally 

distributed. 

Theorems 

1. -��.� 	= 	 kJF	=	kJGkFG$	"	�	=	kJGF #"�	=	kFGF #* 		J F+ 	 
2. -��.�	 =	 kJF.G	–	kJH.GkFH.G$1�	–	kJH.GF 21�	–	kFH.G2* 		J F+ 		=kJF.H	–	kJG.HkFG.H$1�=	kJG.HF 21�	–	kFG.HF 2* 		J F	+   

3. If �		~		Νu	"u	, v#,  then -)( 		~		Νx		1yk	, ;k�2. 
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